
1. _____Atahualpa

2. _____Andreas Vesalius

3. _____Christopher Columbus

4. _____Nicolaus Copernicus

5. _____Hernan Cortes

6. _____Leonardo da Vinci

7. _____William Shakespeare

8. _____Francisco Pizarro

9. _____Elizabeth I

10. _____Galileo

11. _____Johannes Gutenberg

12. _____Henry VIII

13._____Henry the Navigator

14. _____Raphael

15. _____Martin Luther

16._____Niccolo Machiavelli

17._____Ferdinand Magellan

18. _____Michelangelo

19._____Montezuma

20._____Ambroise Pare

21._____Joan of Arc

22._____Queen Isabella of Spain

23._____Mary I "Bloody Mary"

24._____Grace O'Malley

25._____Sofonisba Anguissola

E.  Dissected cadavers to better understand anatomy; published textbook

F. Emperor of Aztec at time of conquest

G.  Emperor of Inca at time of conquest

H.  Studied heavenly bodies with telescope;accused of heresy for belief that 

sun was center of the universe

A.  "Father of Modern Surgery"; designed artificial limbs

B.  Sponsored Columbus' voyage, responsible for Spanish Reformation

C.  First European of his time to try to get to Asia by sailing west; made 

four journeys to Americas

D.  Developed heliocentric theory (sun is the center of the universe)

M. Irish pirate, protected Ireland's borders from pirates and England

N.  Italian painter; took over as architect of St. Peter's Cathedral; famous 

for his painting of cherubs

O.  Italian philosopher, wrote "The Prince" about leaders doing what they 

need to stay in power

P. French heroine; led troops in 100 Years War; convicted of heresy

I.  Female Renaissance artist; specialized in portaits

J.  Queen of England, "Golden Age", ruled for 45 years, never married, last 

Tudor ruler

K.  English Queen who tried to revert England back to Catholicism

L.  His ships were the first to circumnavigate world, proving there was an 

all water route around the earth

Y.  "Renaissance Man", inventor, scientist, artist (Mona Lisa, Last Supper)

U.   Spaniard who led conquest of the Aztec

V.  English playwright, actor, poet; "Romeo and Juliet", "Hamlet"

W.  Spaniard who led conquest of Inca

X.  Created the first moveable type printing press in Europe

Q.  King of England, separated from Catholic Church to create Church of 

England, six wives

R.  Painted the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel and other famous works; 

sculptor

S.  Portuguese man who sent sailors to chart Africa and build trade 

outposts

T.  Protested the Catholic Church; excommunicated; started Reformation


